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This page provides forecasts for Total Vehicle Sales including a long-term outlook for the next decades, medium-term
expectations for the next four quarters and.

July has 25 selling days, one more than last July, which causes the SAAR to fall significantly even though
sales volume rises. How much deeper the downturn will go is a matter of debate, as is the timing of a market
recovery, according to researchers from both the AlixPartners consultancy and auto data firm Edmunds. One
reason is that financing costs have made it more difficult for manufacturers to offer the zero-interest loans that
helped buoy demand coming out of the recession. Related Tags. Sales incentives rise Incentives have been on
the rise, though not as aggressively as a decade ago, said Caldwell. Both the Edmunds and AlixPartners
studies anticipate growth in the battery-car market over the next few years. But they can only go so far, and
there are already signs of trouble, said Acevedo's colleague Jessica Caldwell, Edmunds' executive director of
industry analysis. But the first half of this year has plunged into negative territory. The seasonally adjusted
annual rate SAAR is expected to drop to  Eisenstein DetroitBureau Key Points Edmunds anticipates vehicle
sales for all of will drop to  AlixPartners is forecasting a further dip to  They are also shifting strategies when
it comes to the development of the new technologies that are expected to reshape the automobile in the years
to come. Wakefield said he wouldn't be surprised to see automakers also consider more mergers like the
ultimately unsuccessful one that Fiat Chrysler proposed with French manufacturer Renault. Average
transaction price ATP should continue to rise, up 2. Spencer Platt Getty Images U. Pressure on the industry
The pressure on the industry is coming at a particularly tough time, according to Mark Wakefield, head of the
automotive practice at AlixPartners. One concern is that many potential new vehicle buyers are being priced
out of the market. The most notable declines in incentive spend are expected from Kia, down  But they see
those vehicles remaining a niche through at least middecade, and one that will likely do little to offset
development and manufacturing costs anytime soon. Some of these swings can be attributed to the harsh
winter in much of the country. The estimated average transaction price for a new light vehicle in the U. July
Forecast. July sales volume is expected to rise just slightly from July , up 0. This July has 25 selling days, one
more than last July, which is contributing to the relatively weak SAAR estimate given an increase in sales
volume. Retail purchasing and leasing activity was down in the first half of this year, extending the trend from
, as consumer activity slows due to affordability concerns. Sales the following year were flat then dipped to 
TrueCar, Inc. That's the same estimate from AlixPartners, which is forecasting a further dip to  Excluding fleet
sales, ALG expects U. Incentives as a percentage of average transaction price are expected to be  An OEM
with a positive RHI score is demonstrating a healthy balance of incentive spend relative to market share, either
by holding incentive spending flat and increasing share or by increasing incentives with a higher positive
increase in retail share. There are other signs of trouble, including the fact that several utility vehicle segments
have begun to flatten and even decline, including compact crossovers. Trends on the TrueCar platform
indicate strong performance from their SUVs including the all-new X7, which has quickly risen to be the
number two best-selling model in the premium Fullsize Utility segment since launching earlier this year. That
rose to  Edmunds anticipates sales for all of will drop to  Fleet sales, both commercial and rental, have been
the key to supporting the new-vehicle market in the first half. Retail auto sales slipping Retail sales, to
consumers, have actually been slipping since middecade, according to industry data. They are likely to remain
strong through the year. The strong economy, low unemployment and solid consumer confidence numbers
have helped the industry avoid the sort of free fall seen during the last recession, according to Edmunds'
midyear analysis. For , August sales include the entirety of Labor Day Weekend sales, while August only
included up to the Friday prior to Labor Day Weekend, giving August a sales advantage. The declines
predicted over the next three or so years will strain the resources of automakers who have seen costs rising,
even as sales and revenues slow. Article Highlights Annual sales pace expected to fall to 


